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Malo-e-lelei friends and colleagues,
We have had an exciting second quarter and I am
pleased to share the new developments of our works.
It is my hopes that this newsletter continues to inspire
many of our readers to take action at home as we
echo the words of IFAD President Gilbert Houngbo the
“urgent need to strengthen and consolidate our
thinking around food security and nutrition”. As we
expand pathways for youth, men, women and the
disabled to better understand our food systems we
must look towards the inclusion of every one that
enables food from the farm to the table.
We must work together and realize that through
collaboration we build healthier, sustainable and
resilient communities. Our communities who are
dependent on food systems for sustenance relies on us
to push for equitable and fair systems that leaves no
one behind.
As always, we put climate change, disaster risk
management, inclusivity, environmental and natural
resource management at the heart of our work. We
cannot make a change without the willingness of the
community. I hope you enjoy our second issue of our
quarterly newsletter and invite you all to engage with
us on our social media links available at the end of the
issue. Until next time.

Malo ‘aupito,
Dr Seu’ula Johansson FUA.

NEWSLETTER
June 2021

Her Majesty Queen Nanasipau’u walking through breadfruit groves during the tour to MORDI Tonga
HQ’s. The tour is being led by MORDI Tonga Agricultural Development expert Mr. Tevita Tukia, following
her Majesty are nobles’ wives.

ROYAL VISIT SIGNALS SUPPORT IN SUSTAINABLE
DEVELOPMENT BASED ON ‘SUFFICIENCY ECONOMY’
May 19th 2021 – The Queen of Tonga, Her
Majesty Nanasipau’u visited MORDI Tonga
headquarters accompanied by ladies of the
realm and several community members. The visit
advances a new development goal based on
sufficiency economy that has an
interconnectedness to the work carried out by
MORDI Tonga to rural communities of Tonga.
Sufficiency Economy is an interesting
philosophy, one borne of Thai roots and
attributed to the late King Bhumibol Adulyadej.
The philosophy highlights a balanced way of
living predicated on 3 principles – moderation,
reasonableness, and self-immunity. Decisions
and activities must be carried out at a sufficient
level depending on two conditions; morality
and knowledge that can be scaled up to any
level in society. The philosophy itself bears a new
theory in addressing current development
challenges – issues of institutions, human capital,
environmental sustainability and the role of
government. It is a new paradigm of
development that aims to improve human wellbeing as a development goal.
The philosophy was created due to the late Thai
Kings concern that modern development

stresses economic expansion that may lead to a
crisis. Modern development has caused many
changes in all aspects of daily life, some have
positive impacts such as economic growth,
progress of material and public utilities, modern
communication infrastructures, improvement
and expansion of education and social mobility.
However, very few of these benefits have
reached rural, remote areas and those
underprivileged in society.
The philosophy further stresses that the majority
of rural people must ensure they have enough
to subsist on first. It emphasizes distribution of
income to build overall economic foundation
and stability of the country before moving on to
higher levels of development.
Sufficiency Economy emphasizes that producers
and consumers produce and consume within
their limits of their existing income. Thereby
lessening dependence and increases ability to
control production by the people and in turn
creates resiliency to shocks from a volatile
market system. However, this shouldn’t be
misinterpreted as frugalness.

Indulging in luxuries can happen once in a
while, provided there is a means to do so, and
being that the Thai culture and society mirrors
Tonga’s context – overspending tends to
happen very often.
Like the Tongan society, Thailand is an agrarian
society and the economy has been geared to
an agro-economy. Food and nutrition security is
vital to developing a stable economy to a
certain degree. The agro-economy is a system
that help reduce the risks or economic instability
in the long term.
The Queen’s visit is similar to the tour’s
conducted here at HQ’s. The occasion began
with welcoming the Queen with prayer and
welcoming remarks by the Chairlady Dr Seu’ula
Johnasson-Fua. The tour was led by our
Agricultural Development expert Mr. Tevita Tukia
beginning at the soil shed. The soil shed was
present with workers sifting soil and began
potting plants as the onlookers were informed of
the significance of starting off right with good
soil.
The Queen and the ladies of the realm were
then ushered to the nursery where they were
shown the plants and seedlings all being
planted and multiplied to be distributed to the
communities.
The tour continued to the home garden demo
site, where workers were demonstrating how to
plant seedlings into the garden. The group were
also informed of the use of organic matter that
can be used in gardening, organic fertilizer,
compost and mulch.
Just a few steps away from the home garden
demonstration was a tent in which the Women’s
group of Haveluliku all sat rhythmically pounding
on mulberry bark strips, the cacophony of
sounds reverberated through the air and
brought back a nostalgic sound of old Tonga.
As the entourage drew around the women the
crescendo of the symphony ceased as the CEO
of MORDI Tonga addressed the Queen of the
activity of carving tutua and ike (anvils and
mallets) to produce tapa/ngatu. To mark her
visit the women prepared a set of tutua and ike
with Master Carver to gift her majesty. The gift

was presented by Mrs. Ma’u Naufahu – the gifts
were carved from a century old Ironwood tree
that stands on her husband’s property.
Master Carver Mr Sione Tui’one Pulotu shared a
few words with the Queen who worked
diligently alongside MORDI Tonga during his stay
in Tonga to which the Queen suggested lightly
that he extend his stay in the Kingdom.
The tour continued on to the plots of where new
varieties of crops span across the property that
includes, Ben Imo Kumara, Peruvian Manioch,
over 10 varieties of taro, ginger, turmeric,
dragon fruit, timber trees (kauri, sandalwood),
passionfruit, vanilla plants grown on fig trees,
coffee, vetiver grass and so much more. As the
Queen and her entourage walked through the
plots, the workers were there working the field as
any smallholder farmer would be on an
average day. Dotted across the field were a
few stations with a variety of foods made with
products grown on the property. Such foods
were created with working partners of the
Filipino community and Nishi Trading where they
offered sticky buns (made of 2 varieties of sweet
potato flours) and a modern twist on the
traditional Tongan dumplings (made with
breadfruit flour) with coconut caramel sauce.
The tour ended at Factory Zero where the
Queen was shown how MORDI Tonga is working
to reduce post-harvest waste and has over the
years transitioned from breadfruit to incorporate
other root crops and fruits and offered products
for the group to take home such as breadfruit
and root crop flours to dried fruits such as dried
papaya.
The occasion was closed with remarks by Lady
Fielakepa expressing their delight in learning
new methods of farming and the opportunities
the tour will have to work with their own
constituencies.

Mr. Anthony ‘Tony’ Ryan second from right with his loved one, while MORDI Tonga staff were whanau
support.

MORDI TT PIONEER RECEIVES PRESTIGIOUS ALUMNI
AWARD FROM LINCOLN UNIVERSITY.
April 14th, 2021 – Mr. Anthony Ryan has been a
key figure behind the concept and creation of
MORDI in the Pacific back in 2004 working
together with FAO, FSPI (Foundation for the
Peoples of the South Pacific International) and
many NGO’s – advancing rural development
spaces in the region. His role also expanded to
the planning and establishment of MORDI Tonga
and consequently developed a closer working
partnership with MORDI Tonga and its workers.
Despite having left Tonga and recently retiring; he
still remains a stalwart supporter of rural
development in Tonga. Mr. Ryan has worked
extensively internationally, in the Pacific Region as
well as in Tonga for over 30 years. Those closest to
him call him as Tony and know that he is down-toearth and rarely steps into the limelight. It is his
passion for his work, humility and advanced
thinking that has attributed to the career
development of those he has worked with.
Today at the Lincoln University graduation Mr.
Ryan has been awarded the Alumni International
award in recognition of his works. This momentous
occasion is punctuated further as it is the first of
the graduations to return to Christchurch since
the earthquakes that rocked and shattered the
region. COVID-19 also pushed the graduations
back further; and as the Christchurch Town Hall

will open its doors and the graduands parade
through the city streets after 11 years – it will truly
be remembered as a celebration of
perseverance, dedication, rejuvenation and
resilience.
Mr. Ryan’s engagement in Tonga began in 1994
as an Agricultural Economist working on an ADB
project in preparation for the Outer Island
Agricultural Development Project and later in
1998. The following year in 1995 and 1997 he
returned as a Natural Resource Economist Team
Leader to assess the economic value of the ‘Eua
Forestry Project and closely worked with MAFFF in
advising steps towards the privatization of the
forest funded through NZODA.
In 2008 Mr. Ryan worked as a Rural Development
Specialist reviewing MORDI Tonga and Fiji
initiatives and in 2009 engaged with MORDI
Tonga to plan its progression under the auspices
of IFAD. In 2015 Mr. Ryan again lent his invaluable
experience and knowledge to MORDI Tonga and
the Tongan Government towards the preparation
of multi-sector development plans for ‘Eua and
the Niua’s.

In between his time working in Tonga Mr. Ryan
has worked with a majority of the Pacific Island
nations, Asia and Kyrgyzstan. He has been an
active member of many Boards in nations he has
worked with including MORDI Tonga, Kyrgyzstan
and Canterbury.
Upon receiving the great news of being a Lincoln
Alumni International Medal recipient – Mr. Ryan
without hesitation reached out to MORDI Tonga
to share his great news.
“Today I was rung by the Chancellor of Lincoln
University to inform me that I have been awarded
the LU Alumni International Medal for 2021. This is
a big deal and I am very proud to receive it” he
says.
MORDI Tonga extends their deep appreciation to
Mr. Ryan and his unwavering support and
investment in Tonga’s rural development over the
years. We are extremely and profoundly fortunate
to have such a fine calibre of a leader continually
supporting and advising MORDI Tonga.

Women of Haveluliku join in as MORDI staff deliver training of setting up homestead gardens at a
home

INVESTING IN SEEDLINGS FOR HOMESTEAD GARDENS
A team was dispatched to ‘Eua and Vava’u
alongside resources to expand the existing
nursery Molipeli to create seedbeds for vegetable
seedlings for distribution to women’s homestead
gardens in target communities. These seedlings
include tomatoes, lettuce, bell peppers
(capsicum) and bok choy. The team has been
able to distribute the seedlings to target
communities’ women’s groups and included
demonstration of creating seed beds, planting
and maintaining these gardens. These
engagements also continue in mainland Tonga
as well. It was during engagement in the island of
‘Eua that the team was called upon to assist
creating seedbeds of vegetable seedlings for the
Queen on ‘Eua’s royal palace Heilala Tangitangi.

deficiencies: 32% low for Vitamin A, 37% for
Haem Iron (9% of which reported no
consumption at all) and 24% low protein intake,
with 1% reporting no protein intake at all;
▪ November reported food consumption
deteriorating both for urban and rural
households, though rural households fared
significantly worse. For rural households,
acceptable levels of consumption were 84% in
September, 100% in October and 85% in
November, whereas for urban households the
decline in acceptable levels were less
pronounced but significant, with 87% in
September, 100% in October and 85% in
November;
▪ Borderline food consumption was reported 14%
in November for urban households compared to
rural households (25%) however in September
12% of urban households had poor food
consumption. As consumption deteriorated,
rural households reported the highest risks of
macro and micro-nutritional deficiencies. Rural
households recorded 75% regular protein in
November (compared to 84% for urban). Rural
households’ iron intake was similar to urban in
October, but intake declined in November to
39% with 9% consumption and 30% reporting low
intake of Haem iron.

The World Food Programme (WFP) began mobile
Vulnerability Analysis Mapping (mVAM) that gave
periodic updates on food security and livelihoods
in Tonga since COVID-19 began. The following
observations have been made from the study:
▪ Rural levels of acceptable food consumption
were significantly lower than urban areas, with
71% of rural households considered to have
acceptable food consumption in November,
compared to 85% in urban areas. Rural areas
also had the highest micro-nutritional
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Tonga is one of the most at-risk nations to the
effects of climate change that impacts land
production. Tonga is currently experiencing La
Nina with heavy precipitation periods even
exceeding predicted season for the
phenomenon. The global pandemic has also
created stressors on rural households whose
livelihoods are based on agriculture and fisheries.
By in large the work carried out by MORDI TT has
been to build social protection against these
shocks.

shorter harvest cycles such as the Peruvian
Manioc that is ready to harvest in 3 months and
preserves much better than the traditional
varieties. There has been many training with these
participants that involves building capacity
around food systems and climate smart
agriculture and its connectedness to
conservation of the environment and
sustainability.
By increasing the community’s access to food –
the long-term benefit would be the chances to
react adversely to any shocks be it climatic or
economic, will be minimal. The WFP report above
also highlights nutritional issues that have long
plagued the Tongan isles. As one of the countries
to have had struggled with nutrition related
diseases such as cardio vascular and NonCommunicable Diseases, it is essential that access
to nutritional foods at household levels is fortified.
TRIP II engages with Mai e Nima program, planted
citrus orchards on ‘Eua primary schools that
teaches students the importance of nutrition
among other projects it has implemented which
addresses heightened awareness around better
nutrition and food security.

Component 2 of TRIP II being implemented by
MORDI TT funded through IFAD and working
alongside many other working partners, looks at
strengthening and increasing resilience of
economic livelihoods based on climate smart
agricultural production systems and agroforestrybased handicrafts. Most importantly to note are
works under this component at an output level
are to Improve practices for increased climate
resilience of agroforestry systems on households’
tax allotments and homestead gardens that
target men, women, youth and the disabled.
These resilience building interventions are
embedded in a holistic, participatory approach
that engages the communities to plan and
design their priorities that produces Community
Development Plans (CDP’s). While the CDP’s do
not explicitly outline Climate Change and Disaster
Risk Management strategies the processes that
inform the communities of their vulnerabilities are
in place. The priorities themselves are borne of
climate change and disaster responses and in all
aspects and proponents of TRIP II they are
gender, youth and disability sensitive. The biggest
take away lesson from these engagements have
been by far how Tongan’s interpretation of labels
differ greatly from a well-defined framework
created outside of these contexts. It has been
clear that a one size fit all framework simply
cannot be forced upon the people if they do not
deem it necessary.

MORDI TT has delivered vegetables from our
home garden demo to our friends at the Alonga
centre for the disabled Our ongoing relationship
with this institution has been one where we are
able to promote disability awareness.

The vulnerabilities of communities are greatly
different due to geographical dispersal of the
Tongan islands and its geological characteristics.
However, the underlying issues of food insecurity
draws back to affordable agricultural input for
rural households. MORDI TT in TRIP II phase has
dispersed multitudes of vegetable seedlings for
women’s homestead gardens (including open
pollinated seeds that allows them to regrow from
seeds), new varieties of cultivars to tax allotments
that are climate and pest resilient and have
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Part of the ‘Eua participants in the outrigger canoe carving proudly display their finished work alongside
Master Carver Mr. Sione Tu’ione Pulotu (centre, red shirt) who led the carving trainings.

TRADITIONAL OUTRIGGER CANOES ‘POPAO’
CARVING TRAINING ROLLS OUT IN ‘EUA
Today marks the beginning of a Popao training
(outrigger canoes) for ‘Eua-fo’ou District. To mark
the launch of this initiative, ‘Eua People’s
Representative Hon. Tevita Lavemaau also
Minister of Finance was present. The training is a
community driven effort based on 9 communities’
Community Development Plan; efforts led by
District Officer Mr Sione Tuifio Finau with the
assistance from 9 of his Town Officers. The training
will take 14 days, upon completion there will be
20 canoes in total – 2 each per community and 2
for the district of ‘Eua-fo’ou. 90 participants have
been invited to attend the training, 10 per
community of which 5 are men and 5 youth. The
community has made their in-kind contributions to
the training with logs for the canoes.

The fisheries sector is an important source of food
and nutrition for households in Tongan
communities especially in the outer islands. Often
times households sell surplus to local markets as
added income for the family. During COVID-19
rural households have been sustained with
agricultural products and fish from shallow waters
and gleaning for shellfish during low tides.
Traditional knowledge has been passed down
orally and for most parts these have survived
through the years. Some are at risk of being lost
from recent memory as these gatekeepers to
traditional knowledge age and pass away. The
role modern technology has played also puts
these precious heritages at risk. The use of
traditional canoes is rarely seen and the
knowledge of its construction now rests upon a
handful of Tongans.

Support for the program is through a Tongan
Government project TRIP II implemented by
MORDI Tonga that is funded by IFAD.

As Tonga experiences extreme weather events
and disasters, the vulnerable communities are
always at risk and are disproportionately
affected. While this may be true the narrative that
covers these disadvantaged are often from a
poor light. Today this discourse takes another
route; the communities of ‘Eua gather today to
be taught the traditional art of canoe carving

The outrigger canoes will assist communities to
have access to shallow water fishing, contributing
to healthier diets that will combat NonCommunicable Diseases a major culprit to the
populations staggering obesity rates.
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and fishing. Under the direction of Master Carver
Mr. Sione Tu’ione Pulotu who will be training the
participants with the assistance of assisted by 3
expert carvers.
Through the ‘Eua communities Community
Development Plans (CDP’s) the men and youth
had identified an increase of high school drop
outs. The men and youth have identified their
need to invest in capacity building for both
groups. The initiative will train men and youth with
skills to carve these outrigger canoes, its
maintenance and fishing skills.
As stewards of natural resources our traditional
knowledge ensured we cared for our precious
natural resources. All around the world it is being
recognized that traditional knowledge plays a
critical role in adaptation and mitigation
measures to climate change and is no longer
viewed as outdated and archaic.
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MORDI Tonga and Nishi Trading staff take a breather to show the gargantuan Vava’u taro before
proceeding to unpack.

FELETOA SMALLHOLDER FARMERS LINK TO PRIVATE
SECTOR AND OFFSHORE MARKETS
Saturday April 10th, 2021 a container brought
over to Tongatapu a 5,000kg shipment of taro
from smallholder farmers of Feletoa, Vava’u. On
average each taro weighing an astounding 48kg. On the receiving end here in Tongatapu,
Minoru Nishi Jr awaits with his team to undergo a
vigorous processing at his facility to export these
to his New Zealand market.

this sector and now that it is harvesting season,
the domestic market cannot consume the
supplies and is now moving to offshore markets.
As Minoru explains this, he also adds that
fortunately for him and the Feletoa rural
smallholder farmers he was able to negotiate and
remain at his initial price; despite saturation of
fresh produce to New Zealand from the region.

Nishi Trading has reached across to Feletoa
smallholder farmers – a partnership facilitated
through MORDI Tonga in what Minoru describes in
a “well organized manner”. Integrating rural
smallholder into export market is still volatile as
supply often does not meet demand from
offshore demand. But most notably now is the
flooding of the market with taro and root crops
from the Pacific region.

Though it is still early days to gather substantial
lessons learned, the keen eye and experience of
Minoru has spotted a vital lesson from this
transaction. According to him, there were a few
variances in the weight of the taro due to
shrinkage. The taro having high moisture content
will lose some of it from harvest to end market. This
is due to poor storage and shipping facilities such
as refrigerated containers available to rural
smallholder farmers through transport. Something
Minoru is all too aware of from experience as he
explains when exporting squash to the Asian
market, they must allow for a minimum of 10%
shrinkage.

Exporting in a COVID-19 world
Exporting isn’t without its issues, however the issues
faced by private sector is further compounded by
the inconsistency of shipping routes to and from
Tonga. It is even more frustrating as border
security has been heightened during COVID-19.

Recommendations to challenges met by
smallholder farmers and private sector.

The Fijian farmers had planted to supply the
demand for its local tourism industry which was a
booming sector. COVID-19 has all but decimated
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A postharvest study had been conducted by
Steven Underhill of The University of Sunshine
Coast (USC) and MORDI Tonga, that reveals
valuable insights of minimizing losses faced by
farmers from land to market. The study did not
cover the extensive loss that rural smallholders
can face from land to offshore market.

According to the Tongan Census in 2016, 77% of
the population live in rural areas and their main
activity has been in the agriculture sector. With
over 90% still smallholder farmers for subsistence
purposes with surplus products going to market to
meet daily needs – commercial farming is still
captured by a select few.

One of the recommendations Minoru offers in an
interview is procurement of refrigerated
containers and storage facilities. There is also the
issue of limited shipping containers available, a
burgeoning issue for private sector in exports.
When demand and supply are high but there are
limited shipping containers available which poses
a risk for both parties. The loss is a tremendous one
due to time and money invested by both farmers
and private sector.

MORDI Tonga and Minoru Nishi understand that if
we want to see an improvement in rural
livelihoods and address the issue of food security –
we need to prioritize agriculture. The partnership
between community and private sector is very
important in enabling a robust trading system for
Tonga. By lifting farmers out of poverty, we need
to provide access to infrastructure to the farmers,
access to agricultural inputs, access to finance,
access to technical assistance.

Another valuable insight he imparts is the need for
capacity training and mentoring of the rural
smallholder farmer to better understand the
dynamics of how trade works. The demand from
the market will always dictate the prices of the
produce, hence when the market is flooded
prices will decrease. This is important to point out
so that rural smallholder farmers will understand
the fluctuations of prices.

Soon after this another transaction between the
Feletoa smallholders and Nishi Trading was made
on May 29th, 2021.

Minoru also shares how he is intending to address
the gargantuan issue of agricultural food waste.
His business is working on refining end products for
processing root crops such as turning taro into
taro flour. Understandably, this still needs an
established market demand for the product in
order for it to be feasible – but it is one that has a
very promising future for both private sector and
rural smallholder farmers.
Finally, is an important question to address – what
can government do to promote these linkages of
rural smallholder to private sector? Rural
smallholder farmers can also benefit from
provision of equipment to minimize their risks and
losses especially if engagement is to outer islands.
The initial engagement has shone light on the
opportunity for subsidizing transport for these rural
smallholders from outer island to mainland
Tongatapu. As Minoru points out, this will mobilize
the rural communities to participate, provide
economic livelihoods and will reduce social issues.
Importance of linking Tongan smallholder farmers
to Tongan private sector.
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Collaborating with partners to deliver tools and resources to Community Police stations to promote
public health measures against COVID-19

COVID-19 AWARENESS CAMPAIGNS CONTINUE IN
COMMUNITIES.
Tonga has been identified as one of the few
island countries in the Pacific to have no known
COVID cases to date. It is with the diligent work of
border patrol, health care front liners including
many organisations that are able to persevere
through the global pandemic.

campaigns outreach has also engaged with
Community Police stations of which have
covered almost 40 stations in Tongatapu and
‘Eua.
Following a workshop hosted by Contact Tracing
Unit of Ministry of Health in preparation for
nationwide COVID-19 plan, a follow up meeting
with Dr. Joseph Takai and Dr. Veisinia Matoto was
held with MORDI TT CEO to discuss MORDI’s
contributions.

Tonga has received 24,000 vaccines through
COVAX facility at the end of March, work is still
being done to raise awareness with the
communities. A series of COVID-19 hygiene and
sanitation awareness campaigns had been
initiated in target communities by MORDI Tonga
since 2020 and continues to this day. Armed with
printed materials and capacity building training
MORDI Tonga have partnered with the Tonga
Police, TNYC, Caritas, Council Church of Tonga,
to bring to 62 community police stations hand
washing units.

As it stands there are so many lessons, we can
learn from our neighbour Fiji and the challenges
they face. It is even more surreal as the threat of
the pandemic is right at our doorstep. Rather than
resting on our laurels we must support our health
workers who are inundated with the tasks of
caring for those whom have been repatriated,
administering vaccines and trainings to many
stakeholders.

The series of training began with
Halafakalotomua and Nahakalau community
police of Lapaha, 2 community police stations in
Ha'ateiho, Makapaeo community police and
Lomaiviti community police. More resources will
be distributed including training by MORDI Tonga
staff to the remaining communities in the weeks
to come following Easter break.

COVAX is co-led by the Coalition for Epidemic
Preparedness Innovations (CEPI), Gavi and the
World Health Organization (WHO), alongside key
delivery partner, the United Nations Children’s
Fund (UNICEF). The facility offers a reliable supply
of safe and efficient vaccines especially for
Pacific countries like Tonga, who do not have
direct access to manufacturers.

MORDI Tonga’s collaboration with TNYC has been
pivotal to dissemination of training and awareness
campaigns led by Mr. Mausa Halahala. The
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Despite not having any known cases in Tonga at
the moment, this distribution is in large a strategy
to strengthen health systems in Tonga in the long
run. This in combination with vigilant practices of
social distancing, hand washing and hygiene and
sanitation are but a few ways we can empower
our people to help mitigate effects of the
pandemic.
MORDI Tonga offers a comprehensive list of
awareness resources accessible through our
social media. The resources are in Tongan making
it easier for our communities to stay informed on
public health measures. Preparedness reaffirms
our Tongan proverb ‘ta e lango kei mama’o’.
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Fua’amotu Community members assemble to voice their desire to begin working towards the
formulation of their first ever CDP

FUA’AMOTU REACHES OUT REQUESTING ASSISTANCE
TO DEVELOP CDP
April 7th 2021 evening, Mr Tevita Tukunga Chairman to the newly appointed Community Council called
into session a meeting with his community and
requested the presence of Local Government
and MORDI representatives.

the first phase. Rallying the community will
undergo similar requirements other target
communities have undergone such as calling
for 80% of adult’s participation in every aspect
of decision-making process. These participation
rates will also ensure an equal and fair
representation for men, women, youth and the
disabled.

Fua’amotu over the years has witnessed the
development of it’s neighbouring communities
and success stories guided by its Community
Development Plan. Rural development through
its engagement with Local Government and
MORDI Tonga has expanded from 60
communities in TRIP I to now 122 communities in
phase two of its project – TRIP II.

Fua’amotu is a perfect example of allowing the
community to drive its development as
Fua’amotu had initiated the desire to engage in
the formulation of their CDP. The communities
that have been part of TRIP I and TRIP II act as
champions and models for other rural
communities to persuade into buying in to rural
development.

Fua’amotu admitted in the recent past they
have made several attempts to establish
themselves a similar model but to no avail. Still
over the years they would continue to see their
neighbouring communities flourish and wanted
the same changes to take place in their
community. It was at this junction that the
community had turned towards the aid of Local
Government and in part MORDI Tonga will be
assisting as a facilitator through TRIP II project.
Fua’amotu is a large community and the
meeting was a plenary meeting for the
community to self-organize in preparation for
CDP process. The community is divided into 8
blocks and once the Community Council
organizes the blocks it will then call upon the
Local Government and MORDI Tonga to initiate
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Moana being wheeled down the ramp by her uncle Tavake using her wheelchair which has come
to love.

RAMPS TO FREEDOM: JUBILANT FAMILIES AND LOVED
ONES FROM HUNGA
Hunga Community disability initiative wraps up
and heads mainland.

“There no other words to express just how happy
we are to have this assistance, and despite Moana
not being able to tell us how she feels we know
that she too is overjoyed”, Tavake says.

Work has completed in retrofitting homes with
wheelchair ramps and distribution of wheelchairs
specific to the needs of the disabled in Hunga,
Vava’u. The work undertaken by the Rehabilitation
Department within the Ministry of Health Tonga has
been due to a collaborative effort with MORDI
Tonga funded by IFAD and supported by CARE,
with funding from the Bureau of Humanitarian
Affairs, and in partnership with the Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter-Day Saints (LDS). The work has
completed in Hunga, Vava’u and will continue
work on mainland Tongatapu.

What we take for granted – others are thankful for.
Finau Maamaloa, 62 also received assistance
through the initiative and is overwhelmed by the
generosity.
She is reduced to tears when asked to share her
reaction to the assistance she has received.
“All I can say is that I am extremely grateful”, she
manages to say.
Rehabilitation services to the outer islands.

Crossing the horizon to find – Moana.

The remote outer islands are often overlooked
when it comes to delivering services and receiving
them. It is further made complicated when the
islands themselves pose a great risk by travelling to
them via open sea. For instance, the last project
service was completed in Fotuha’a, Ha’apai
which is known for treacherous tides and difficult
passages to landing sites.

The work done in Hunga has enabled
Akesiumeimoana Tau’s carer, her uncle to easily
transport Moana in and out of the home.
“In the past, I had to lift her in and out but now we
are able to go about with ease. She enjoys
exploring outdoors and gets irritable if I sit on her
wheelchair” her Uncle Tavake explains.

The underdeveloped infrastructure as well pose as
hinderances to loved ones with disabilities.
However, these should not be factors that should
limit these vulnerable groups from leading fulfilling
and productive lives.

“She is non-verbal but we can understand her
promptings, and it’s always to take her out”.
Moana is non-verbal and at 50 years old she has
been under the care of her Aunt and Uncle.
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Master Carver Mr Sione Tu’ione Pulotu saying a few words of his work with MORDI Tonga during the
royal visit to MORDI Tonga HQ’s.

TRADITIONAL CARVING EXERCISES BENEFIT WOMEN
IN HANDICRAFTS
Rejuvenating
handicrafts.

cultural

knowledge

in

Tongan

from urban to rural tourism – thereby creating
socio-economic opportunities for societies.
However, since the global pandemic has all but
ceased the operations of tourism sector in the
Pacific region, we should look beyond the reliance
on tourism to conserve and pass on ICH to the next
generation.

Intangible Cultural Heritage (ICH) has been
defined by UNESCO as the “practices,
representations, expressions, knowledge, skills – as
well as the instruments, objects, artefacts and
cultural spaces associated therewith – that
communities, groups, and in some cases,
individuals recognize as part of their cultural
heritage. This intangible cultural heritage,
transmitted from generation to generation, is
constantly recreated by the communities and
groups in response to their environment, their
interaction with nature and their history, and
provides them with a sense of identity and
continuity.”

In HIES 2016 report it had revealed women over the
age of 15 were working for pay, 28% of the labour
force were self-employed mostly producing
handicrafts for sale. Rural women make up a large
percentage of those making more income from
handicraft and surpassing agriculture, forestry and
fisheries1. The outer islands report up to 80% of
women earning income from handicrafts2. As the
public are becoming aware of the economic
benefits handicrafts offer for Tongan households,
men have begun to work alongside women often
in planting raw materials3.

ICH has had an inextricable link to tourism and for
most parts’ tourism had been increasingly trending
towards a more conscientious consumer and
departing from a mindless consumption. More
tourists have been seeking out finer arts, culture,
and tradition and moved further and further away

By in large the biggest consumers of handicrafts
are local Tongans and a large transnational
connection to the Tongan diaspora4. Tapa or

HIES Report 2016 Household Income and Expenditure Survey |
Tonga Statistics Department (tongastats.gov.to)
2 Women in Tonga: Country Briefing Paper (adb.org)
3 Addo, P.A., 2004. We Pieced Together Cloth, We Pieced
Together Culture: Reflections on Tongan Women’s Textilemaking in Oakland.

Addo, P.A. and Besnier, N., 2008. When gifts become
commodities: pawnshops, valuables, and shame in Tonga and
the Tongan diaspora. Journal of the Royal Anthropological
Institute, 14(1), pp.39-59.
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‘ngatu’ is central to Tongan ceremonial economy
and focal points of traditional ceremonies. As time
passes, contemporary designs have greatly shifted
the traditional textile, incorporating modern motifs
and materials.

Typically, a tutua and ike is already made and sold
without regards to a woman’s preference in
weight or length. Most tutua are sold in market are
crudely made and are typically shared between
3-4 women. As they are crudely made, they will
tend not to produce quality mulberry strips thereby
damaging resources that are costly to each
woman. Additionally, tutua and ike sold at the
market are often not affordable. However, the
tutua carved on site at MORDI Tonga in these
exercises were made for one person and is more
mobile making setting up and moving about
easier and guarantees quality production.

Investing in tradition and handicraft tools.
Due to this MORDI Tonga recognizes the
importance to invest in its cultural heritage and has
initiated carving exercises. Master Carver Mr. Sione
Tu’ione Pulotu has been stranded in Tonga due to
COVID-19 border restrictions and has been a part
of this initiative with MORDI Tonga. April 14th a 2week canoe ‘popao’ carving training was held for
the ‘Eua-fo’ou District. Tuesday May 11th MORDI
Tonga held on its property a carving exercise and
invited women groups of its target communities to
attend.

The exercise also allowed the Master Carver to
impart traditional knowledge to the women as far
as creation, maintenance and reasons for the
design of the tools.
By investing in women and traditional knowledge
it
encourages
growth
and
production
maximization in the handicraft sector. If tools are
made more efficient the handicrafts produced will
not only increase in number but in quality as well.

The exercise was a great opportunity for the
women to witness the Master Carver create ‘tutua’
and ‘ike’ traditional tools vital to ngatu making. A
participant attended with her own tutua that
received a restoration. Each attendant returned
with their own ike and tutua specifically made for
them. The ike is a square shaped mallet with 3 sides
of varying grooves and one smooth side that
corresponds to the stages of processing mulberry
barks. They were made according to each
woman’s specifications on site including the tutua
on which the mulberry is beaten upon.

Ms. Finekaiti Kata the Chairlady of the Talasiu
Community Women’s Group relays the challenges
they have been often met in making ngatu in their
community.
“Often times production has been slow because
we have been waiting on the other to borrow ike
and tutua and not many were available to go
around”, she says.
“However, now with this exercise we are able to
take home our very own and we are beyond
delighted” she adds.

Master Carver Mr Sione Tu’ione Pulotu and Agricultural Development expert Mr Tevita Tukia spend
some time with women’s group during handicraft production tool carving training.
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Tomatoes sold at the local market Talamahu Market in the capital of mainland Tonga – Nuku’alofa.

FOOD SYSTEMS: PIVOTING FROM IMPORTED FOODS
AND RE-ESTABLISHING TRADITIONAL SYSTEMS.
Small Island Developing States (SID’s) have
been met with various challenges in the
development of a robust and resilient food
system. They are related to issues of small land
masses, limited arable land, fragile ecosystems,
dwindling biodiversity threatened by increasing
impacts of climate change and frequent and
severe onsets of natural disasters. They are even
made more vulnerable to externalities such as
economic volatility, dependence on imported
foods that have seen to the rise of triple burden
of malnutrition – the combination of
undernutrition, micronutrition deficiencies and
overnutrition. Further complicating the situation
is the global pandemic and although Tonga has
been the last of few nations that has not
experienced any cases, the impacts of COVID19 have been felt.

products. Food systems is made up of all food
products that originate from crop and livestock
production, forestry, fisheries and aquaculture,
as well as the broader economic, societal and
natural environments in which these diverse
production systems are embedded5. When
promoting healthy diets, we want to ensure that
“Dietary patterns that promote all dimensions of
individuals’ health and wellbeing; have low
environmental pressure and impact; are safe,
accessible, affordable and equitable; and are
culturally acceptable6.
Strengthening food systems in Tonga is integral
to efforts to recover, bolster and empower and
build resilience of the nation against the
impacts of COVID-19. In response to the global
pandemic many nations in the Pacific reacted
by closing international borders barring entry by
air and sea, enacted lockdowns, limiting social
gatherings which many have eased since then
except for travel bans and restrictions7.
Agricultural contributions have been by in large

Food systems refer to entire range of actors and
their interlinked value-adding activities involved
in the production, aggregation, processing,
distribution, consumption and disposal of food

The State of Food Security and Nutrition in the World, SOFI,
2019.
6 FAO & WHO 2019 Sustainable Healthy Diets – Guiding
Principles

COVID-19: Pacific Community Updates | The Pacific
Community (spc.int)
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due to small holder farmers living in rural areas
making up to over 70% of the Tongan
population.

However, with engagements of rural
communities through IFAD funded TRIP II project
implemented by MORDI Tonga – rejuvenation of
local agriculture has been steadily regaining
momentum in a COVID-19 world. Increased
agricultural diverse inputs have been distributed
to rural communities, building capacity,
transferring knowledge and building resilience.
As shipping routes are disrupted and are
becoming more and more unreliable, farmers
have returned to the land and ocean. Granted
this lifestyle has always been a part of societal
fabric for many outer rural remote islands, but
slowly as a refocus is drawn to food systems we
can learn a lot from positive coping strategies in
Tonga.

The Pacific islands have a staggering high rate
of overweight issues globally, half of the adult
population are overweight, obese and
increasing numbers of childhood obesity8.
Female obesity is at overwhelming 70% in
Tonga9. Consumption of fruits and vegetable
are extremely low. NCD’s lead to preventable
deaths and two thirds dying from NCD’s do so
before age of 6010. Tonga has been heavily
dependent on imported foods, mostly highly
processed, high in sugar and fat; low in
nutrients. The rapid shift from traditional foods
have been due to increased access,
affordability, availability and convenience.

Staff members Mr. Malakai Moala, Mr. Viliami Soakai and Mr. Sitiveni Hoponoa during the royal visit
demonstrate setting up homestead gardens planting vegetable seedlings.

8
9

First-Quadrennial-P.S.D.R.-Full-Report.pdf (forumsec.org)
ibid
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Participants working on their respective canoes under the tutelage of Master Carver
Mr. Sione Tu’ione Pulotu.

HA’APAI BEGINS A WEEK-LONG EVENT OF
OUTRIGGER CANOE CARVING TRAINING.
May 24th 2021 – Representatives of Ha’apai outer
islands led by Town Officers and District Officers
have gathered at MORDI HQ’s to begin a weeklong intensive canoe carving exercise. The training
focuses on reinvigorating traditional knowledge of
rural remote communities in carving outrigger
canoes ‘popao’ and providing these communities
with communal canoes to aid in shallow water
fishing.

The training is being led by Master Carver Mr. Sione
Tu’ione Pulotu assisted by other experts. His years
of training have been utilized well while he is in
Tonga due to COVID-19 travel bans restricting his
initial intentions to return last year.
The training mirrors that which was successfully
implemented in ‘Eua in weeks past that saw to the
creation of 20 outrigger canoes for the ‘Eua-fo’ou
District.

The training engages 5 Ha’apai Districts that
includes 23 communities namely Foa District –
Faleloa, Fangale’ounga, Fotua, Ha’afakahenga,
Ha’ateiho si’i, Lotofoa Communities. Ha’ano
District – Ha’ano, Fakakai, Mo’unga’one, Muitoa,
Pukotala Communities. The Lulunga District –
Ha’afeva, Tungua, Fotuha’a, ‘O’ua, Matuku and
Kotu Communities. ‘Otu Mu’omu’a District – Fonoi,
Mango, Nomuka. Communities. Finally, the ‘Uiha
District that includes Felemea, Lofanaga and ‘Uiha
Communities. These have been communities that
have identified they require the assistance of
canoes.

The carving is a great way to capture and transfer
traditional knowledge of carving to the
communities. Many communities favor modern
dinghy boats with motors for fishing causing
outrigger canoes to be rarely seen in Tonga save
for some remote places. The canoes will provide
more resources for the communities to re-engage
in traditional shallow water fishing, preserve
cultural heritage, allow for communities to
increase opportunities to develop sustainable
economic livelihoods and most of all provide rural
households with food and nutrition security.
Tonga has been for many years plagued with
nutrition issues leading to increased incidences of
health complications and mortality tied to Non-
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Communicable Diseases (NCD’s). Since the
imports of highly processed, less nutritious and fatty
foods have increased to Tonga, many diets and
lives have drastically changed.
Climate change and natural disasters have also
caused many disruptions to Tongan lives and
COVID-19 has further complicated issues of food
and nutrition for Tongans. The hope of this training
is that rural households will be able to become selfreliant as resources for fishing is increased.
MORDI Tonga has been funded and supported by
IFAD over the years it has operated. The
community’s
priorities
are
documented
exhaustively in their respective Community
Development Plans. The target communities of
TRIP II have outlined the need to address
increasing rates of youth unemployment, high
school drop outs as well as activities for men of
communities that reduces drudgery. By providing
the community with opportunities to be involved in
activities, it is hoped that social issues will be
lessened.

The final day of the training, the remaining participants left to finish their canoes from Ha’apai islands proudly
pose by their canoes.
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MORDI Staff member Safeguard Officer Mr. Siaosi Pohiva during hand off of water tank to recipient.

WATER TANK DISTRIBUTION OF LAPAHA DISTRICT
CONTINUES AND COMMUNITY FACILITIES
REHABILITATED.
Water rehabilitation of community facilities in
churches, halls and schools have been
conducted by TNYC in collaboration with MORDI
Tonga. The work undertaken has covered 2
Districts – Kolovai (7 communities) and Nukunuku
(6 communities). The rehabilitation work has
purified 545,000 litres of water and since Tonga is
still experiencing rainfall, it comes at a great time
to ensure rain harvesting thereafter is of good
quality.

The Lapaha District Water Tank Distribution is still
ongoing even with the curfew limiting the time in
which the team is able to carry out their tasks.
However, the continuation of the Lapaha District
Water Tank project is spurred on by the realization
that the project is supporting public health
measures such as handwashing, hygiene and
sanitation as well as providing watering sources
for homestead gardens.

These communal facilities provide the community
at large access to quality drinking water, it is
important for homes that do not have any water
tanks. These community facilities also are places
of gathering for the communities, they even
double as evacuation sites therefore, post disaster
they can provide much needed water sources for
the community.
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Mr. Palovepi Kali inspecting the vanilla plants climbing on fig trees.

DEMONSTRATION PLOTS: NEW FARMING WAY OF
TEACHING BEST AGRICULTURAL PRACTICES
On MORDI TT HQ’s a farm demonstration plot has
been established and is becoming a popular
teaching tool for farmers and visitors alike. These
model plots are a key component of an extension
effort to support farmers in sustainable farming.
The demonstration plot named Demo Zero
incorporates cutting edge practices beneficial to
farmers and also aligns with sustainable
intensification and climate smart agriculture. It
features new varieties of crops that have superior
characteristics such as faster maturity phases,
pest and climate resistant. These new cultivars are
a result of a former collaboration between MORDI
Tonga, SPC and CePaCT.

zero for technical staff to trial new cultivars and
methods that are both innovative and practical
for target communities to implement. Royal
estate Villa is both a multiplication plot and
demonstration plot and at the moment is growing
Mucuna beans that improves soil quality and
decreases disease and pest.
Demo Zero is currently growing Peruvian Cassava
a new variety introduced that has already been
distributed to target communities. It matures
within a rapacious rate of just 3 months and is
ready to harvest which is important during food
shortages and post disasters. New varieties of
sweet potatoes have been included such as the
Ben-Imo and the Kumala Kaloti. Open pollinated
sweet corn is grown and also banked in a seed
bank ready to distribute. Vanilla and arabica
coffee are introduced to rural small holders as a
cash crop opening pathways for economic
livelihoods and are intercropped through Demo
Zero. Vanilla uses fig trees as support for the
climbers.

Demo Zero also teaches farmers that benefits of
multi-cropping as opposed to mono-cropping. It
utilizes space wisely which for small island states
such as Tonga is a growing concern of rural
smallholders – availability of land for growing.
Demo Zero is an educational opportunity for
farmers but it also strengthens the work TRIP II
engages in as it is a testament to the work being
taught to rural small holders and rural
communities as a whole.
There have been regular site visits and tours
conducted on site that have also engaged
women, empowering knowledge transfer to
women farmers as well. Demo Zero also is ground
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The plot also grows Tongan, Chinese and
Japanese ginger and the trial is yielding important
lessons regarding growth rates and production to
the staff. Passionfruit and dragon fruit also are
included in Demo Zero and all are for
multiplication purposes. As soon as enough
numbers are banked, they will begin roll out to
target communities, increasing access to fruits for
communities.

MORDI TT’s has been working in Tonga since 2007
started with 22 target communities and now reach
122 communities throughout Kingdom. MORDI
Tonga vision is to “Sustain rural communities
through innovative partnerships” with the mission
to “Collaborate with communities and facilitate
partnership with stakeholders to enable
sustainable living”. MORDI Tonga also acts as an
advocate for poor rural women and men and
promote awareness on the important of
investment rural development and agriculture.

A previous engagement with ACIAR, the
Australian Government, University of Sunshine
Coast, IFAD, MORDI Tonga provided citrus stocks.
The citrus pilot plots included the MORDI Tonga
nursery, Nishi Trading site, and two sites in ‘Eua.
Citrus rootstocks were propagated using grafting
and have provided an exhaustive study and
effort in reinvigorating citrus in Tonga. Nishi
Trading was able to roll out its citrus harvest to
local market after years of painstaking care to
get citrus to maturity and ready to harvest.
Vetiver grass has been introduced as an
innovative and practical tool to drastically
reduce land erosion. With root systems that
burrow deep into the ground to the 2-5 meters
underground and is well adept at holding soil
thereby preventing run off of vital soil and
nutrients.
Demo Zero demonstrates clearly to visitors and
farmers that sustainable farming can be done
utilizing practical resources already at our
disposal. It also is a testament to the work being
done to target communities. The work being
carried out in Demo Zero is a small-scale replica
of what can be possible for communities that can
build their resiliency and reduce their
vulnerabilities to economic, climatic and
environmental shocks.

Contact
Mainstreaming of Rural Development
Innovation Tonga Trust
Vaha’akolo Road, Haveluloto,
(P.O Box 996) Nuku’alofa,
KINGDOM OF TONGA

MORDI TT is implementing its second phase
through TRIP II that is funded by IFAD. IFAD has
provided unwavering support and it is through this
collaboration that project reach has made great
strides to rural populations of Tonga working
towards rural development, inclusivity, poverty
reduction, food and nutrition security.

Tel: +676 24354 or +676 25995
E-mail: social.media@morditonga.to
URL: www.morditonga.to
https://www.facebook.com/morditongatrust
https://www.instagram.com/mordi_tonga/
https://www.twitter.com/morditonga?lang=en
https://www.facebook.com/morditongatrust
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Mr Lopeti Tofa Masiu harvesting arabica coffee beans during royal
tour by Queen.

